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Introduction: Clinical applications for MR-guided focused ultrasound in the brain have included tumor ablation and neuropathic pain 
management [1], and may potentially include the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, tremor, and epilepsy. During the FUS ablation 
accurate temperature measurements are necessary to insure patient safety. Temperature reconstruction is currently performed using 
single baseline subtraction, which causes errors when motion occurs. To avoid motion the patient’s head is fixated in a stereotactic 
frame during the procedure. However, small motion can occur when the patient moves involuntarily. In addition, pulsation of the brain 
with the heart beat can be seen, as well as susceptibility shifts with respiration, swallowing or jaw movement. In this study, we 
investigate if temperature reconstruction methods developed for moving organs can decrease errors in the brain compared to single 
baseline subtraction. 
 

Methods: Several methods have been developed for temperature reconstruction in 
moving organs. Here we compare a referenceless, a multibaseline, and a hybrid [2] 
approach to single baseline subtraction.  Eighty consecutive sagittal brain images 
were acquired from three normal volunteers without heating (GRE, TE/TR = 
11.7/23.9 ms, BW = 12.2 kHz, matrix size 256 x 128) with the instruction to remain 
as motionless as possible facilitated by fixating the head inside the head coil with 
foam pads. The first 30 images were used as a baseline library and the following 50 
images were reconstructed with the different methods. In addition to these studies, 
the volunteers purposefully performed tongue or jaw movement, or took a deep 
breath during the MR scan. 
We also used the hybrid method in a sagittal dataset that was acquired during a FUS 
patient treatment (GRE, TE/TR = 18.6/37.6 ms, BW = 7.36 kHz). Since only a 
single image was acquired before ablation, the baseline library for the hybrid 
method contained only this single image. 
 

Results: Temperature images of a volunteer are shown in Fig. 1. Single baseline 
subtraction resulted in temperature errors of 6ºC and more in the front of the brain 
near the cortex and 4ºC or more in the center of the brain. There are fluctuations over time possibly caused by pulsation of the brain. 
Multi-baseline subtraction considerably reduces the artifacts to 3ºC or less in the front and to ~2ºC in the center of the brain. 
Fluctuations are reduced but still present. Referenceless thermometry alone is not able to determine the temperature accurately, 

particularly at the base and back of the skull. Overall, 
the hybrid method achieved the best results. Errors in 
the front and center of the brain were comparable to 
the multi-baseline method with 3ºC or less and ~2ºC, 
respectively. However, fluctuations over time were 
much reduced and hardly noticeable.  
Tongue and jaw movement as well as taking a deep 
breath, all caused severe error in single and multi-
baseline subtraction, whereas hybrid imaging only 
showed a minimal increase in temperature errors. 
However, in all images small head motion was visible 

while the volunteers performed the task in addition to a susceptibility change that was caused inside the brain.   
Temperature maps of the patient undergoing FUS ablation are shown in Fig. 2. The images show a clear depiction of the heating spot 
with the hybrid method, almost completely removing the severe errors present when using single baseline subtraction.  
Discussion: In summary, these results show that the hybrid method for temperature reconstruction is beneficial to monitor FUS 
ablation in the brain. When multiple baselines were acquired, the referenceless portion of the hybrid algorithm has less work to do, 
while when only a single baseline was collected, the referenceless portion of the algorithm contributed significantly. In all cases, 
including the referenceless portion makes the method robust to spontaneous events such as swallowing, jaw or tongue movement, or 
changes in respiration. 
Conclusion: Hybrid referenceless and multi-baseline thermometry accurately measures temperature in the brain with less artifacts and 
errors due to motion than single baseline subtraction. 
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Figure 2: Single baseline subtraction shows severe 
errors due to brain motion. Hybrid reconstruction 
shows a clear depiction of the heating spot, almost 
completely removing the severe errors present when 
using single baseline subtraction. 

Figure 1: Temperature reconstruction using different methods in a volunteer 
without heating. 
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